Abstract. Let L be a function field in n > 0 variables over a field K of characteristic p ¥=" 0. An intermediate field S is maximal separable if 5 is separable over K and every subfield of L which properly contains S is inseparable over K. This paper examines when {[ L : S] \ S is maximal separable} is bounded. The main result states that this set is bounded if and only if there is an integer c such that any intermediate field L| over which L is purely inseparable and [ L : L, ] > p' must be separable over K. Examples are also given where the above bound is/>"+1 for any n>\.
Let L be a function field in n (n > 0) variables over a field K of characteristic p ¥= 0. An intermediate field 5 is maximal separable if S is separable over K and every subfield of L which properly contains S is inseparable over K. It is clear that L is purely inseparable and finite dimensional over any maximal separable S. This paper is concerned with {[L:S]|S is maximal separable}. Such an 5 is dis-
tinguished if L C Kp \S), that is, L is contained in a field obtained from S by adjoining only roots of elements of K. Every L/K has distinguished subfields and moreover, 5" is distinguished if and only if [L: S'] = min{[L: S] | 5 is maximal
separable} [8] . If this minimum is pr, then r is called the order of inseparability of L/K, denoted inor(L//i).
[2] examined the question of when every maximal separable subfield of L/K is distinguished, i.e., {[L : S] \ S is maximal separable} = {//}. Recently Heerema, [7] , examined the question of when {[L : S] \ S is maximal separable} is bounded. He showed, for the case where L is of transcendence degree 1 over K, that this set is bounded if and only if the algebraic closure of K in L is separable over K. This paper continues the investigations begun in [7] .
If {[L : S] | 5 is maximal separable} is bounded, then any intermediate field £,,, over which L is not algebraic, must be separable over K (Corollary 6). In some special cases, the converse of this result is also true, and we conjecture it is true in general. The main result, Theorem 10, gives a characterization of when {[L : S]\ S is maximal separable} is bounded. We also give examples of extensions where p"+] is the bound for {[L : S] | S is maximal separable}, n > 1.
We will need the following notions. lnsep(L/K) = log^L:
3s inor(L,/ri ), and we have equality if and only if Lp" and K(Lf') are Proof. Let L = L,(r) and let {z,,.. ,,zr, w,,.. .,ws) be a relative/7-basis of Lx/K where {z,,... ,zr) is a separating transcendence basis of a distinguished subfield D] of Lx/K Let S = D\(w\ + tp"). Since t is transcendental over L,, w, + tp" is transcendental over D] and hence S is separable over K. Since w, is purely inseparable over Du t, and hence L, is purely inseparable over S. Since {z,,... ,zr, iv, + /'"} is a relative /?-basis of S over K which remains /^-independent in L, S is a maximal separable extension of ^ in L by the comments preceeding Theorem 4. <d") with at most a fixed number of elements (2c,) different from 1. Thus we can find strings of consecutive l's of increasing length, say wn, which begin at least as sequence element ad _w for the sequence associated to L". Thus for s = inor(L/A) + 1, we can find, for large n, fields L'n D Ln such that L'p " (\ L is simple over L'n. Rename this sequence as {Ln}.
We now want to see that Lp n L has the same order of inseparability over K as
Lf'" n L has over K, that is Lf *+' n L/K is a form of Lf" n L/A\ We can write Lf" n L = Ln(6) and L;f~*+' fl L = Ln(0p). Now, the increase in the order of inseparability of Ln (0) It is clear that the existence of a c as in the previous theorem implies that any subfield L, over which L is not algebraic must be separable over K. The converse is true in the transcendence degree ( L/K ) = 1 case, Theorem 9, or the insep( L/K ) -1 case, Theorem 7. We conjecture that it is true in general.
